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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we investigate the effects of different values of temperature gradient (TG) and the distance
of a plane wave path from a flat heat source generating an anisotropic and non-Kolmogorov convective air
turbulence medium on the phase structure function (PSF) and mutual coherence function (MCF) of the light
beam propagating through the medium. The non-Kolmogorov and anisotropic convective air turbulence is
created using an electrical heater with a surface size of 50 cm × 100 cm. The heater temperature is changeable
from room temperature to 100 ◦C. The laser beam with a diameter of 20 cm passes through the turbulent
medium at different distances from the heater surface. At the end of the path, the wavefront of the light beam
is reconstructed using a two-channel moiré wavefront sensor. Then, the PSF and MCF are calculated, and the
effects of different TGs and the different beam path heights from the heater are studied. Results show that
with increasing the TG and decreasing the beam path distance from the heat source, the turbulence intensity
and PSF increase, while the MCF decreases.
1. Introduction

Atmospheric turbulence has been studied for a long time. However,
many aspects of the turbulent medium and its effects on light beam
propagation through the medium are still not fully understood. This
incomplete identification is due to the complexity of the underlying
equation of motion, and the inability of a numerical simulation of a
real turbulent condition. Since the invention of the laser beam, studying
the effects of the atmospheric turbulence on the characteristics of a
laser beam that propagates through it has also been a fascinating
subject. Various models have been proposed for turbulence study,
among which the Kolmogorov model is a common one; it is based on
the homogeneity and isotropy of the turbulence. Many studies show
that atmospheric turbulence is non-Kolmogorov [1–9] and anisotropic
[10–18]. Most features of the light beam such as intensity [19–22],
wavefront form [17,18,23–26], polarization [27–29], spot size
[30–32] and coherence function [33–36] vary during propagation
through the atmospheric turbulence. The light coherence is an im-
portant factor for many applications, including imaging [37], tomog-
raphy [35,36], and free-space optical communication [38–43]. The
coherence function may be measured via various methods such as
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interferometry [33,44], 2- and 4-differential images motion monitoring
(DIMM) [15,45] and wavefront sensing [25,46].

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no comprehensive
study on the effect of a temperature gradient (TG) on the statistical
properties of the phase structure function (PSF) and mutual coher-
ence function (MCF) of a light beam wavefront. In this work, we
experimentally study the effects of different TGs and the distances of
the beam path from the heat source on the PSF and MCF of a light
beam propagating through non-Kolmogorov and anisotropic indoor
convective air turbulence using a two-channel moiré wavefront sensor.
Theoretical examination of the results is a topic that we intend to do
in the future.

It is worth mentioning that in three other works where the same
setup were used, the effect of the source temperature on the statistical
behavior of convective air turbulence [14], the beam wavefront annular
Zernike polynomials behavior [17] and anisotropy and scaling of the
phase structure function [18] were investigated. Therefore, we omit
to mention the advantage of the used setup here, and encourage the
readers to find more details in Ref. [18].
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 𝐷𝐹 , 𝐹𝐿, 𝐶𝐿, 𝐵𝑆, 𝑀 , 𝐷, and 𝑃𝐿 are the neutral density filter, focusing lens, collimating lens, beam splitter, mirror, diffuser,
and projecting lens, respectively. 𝐺1 to 𝐺4 stand for the gratings.
2. Experiments

Experimental works were done in the moiré technique laboratory
of the Institute for Advanced Studies in Basic Sciences (IASBS). Fig. 1
shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup used in this work.
Through the first telescope (a 14 inch Celestron Schmidt–Cassegrain
telescope), the second harmonic of an Nd-YAG laser with 532 nm
wavelength, a diameter of 20 cm, and plane wavefront enters convec-
tive air turbulence. An electrical heater with an upper surface having
dimensions of 50 cm × 100 cm and the adjustable temperature has
been used to create a TG as well as convective air turbulence, which is
similar to near-ground turbulence. The effects of the turbulent medium
on the light beam were studied by measuring the fluctuations of the
wavefront’s phase. At the end of the path with 150 cm apart, the light
beam is received by the second telescope (a Meade 8 inch LX200 GPS
Schmidt–Cassegrain telescope). After passing a positive lens, the light
beam is re-collimated and enters a two-channel moiré wavefront sensor
with a smaller diameter. Each channel of the wavefront sensor consists
of a moiré deflectometer. Directions of the grating rulings were almost
parallel in each moiré deflectometer but were perpendicular in the two
channels. In the experimental setup shown in Fig. 1, G2 and G4 were
installed at a distance of 𝑧𝑘 = 37.5 cm from G1 and G3, respectively.
All the gratings were identical and had a ruling period of 0.1 mm.
Moiré patterns were formed on a plane where the second gratings of the
moiré deflectometers and a diffuser were installed. The moiré patterns
from both channels are projected onto a CCD camera using a projecting
lens. For a displacement of the self-image in a direction normal to
the grating rulings, moiré fringes were shifted in a direction normal
to the moiré fringes direction. The deformation of the moiré fringes
caused by the turbulence can be measured by tracing the imaged moiré
fringes. Successive moiré patterns are recorded by the CCD camera
and transferred to a computer, to allow temporal fluctuations of the
wavefront phase to be measured with a high accuracy. Displacements
of the moiré fringes in the recorded patterns correspond to the fluc-
tuations of two orthogonal components of the angle of arrival (AA)
across the wavefront. Based on the sensor data, the wavefront of
the light beam at the entrance aperture of the second telescope is
reconstructed. The details of the wavefront reconstruction are fully
explained in Refs. [17,18,25].

In comparison with a Shack–Hartmann wave front sensor [47], the
two-channel moiré deflectometry-based wave front sensor used here is
relatively low cost, high resolution, and adjustable. For instance, the
sensor gratings can be easily designed with simple computer software
and can be printed on a transparent plastic sheet with a commercial
printer. This sensor offers some flexibility, since its dynamic range
and sensitivity are adjustable by merely changing the separation of
the gratings and the angle between the rulings of the gratings in
both channels, respectively. The spatial resolution of the wave front
sensing is adjustable by means of bright, dark, and virtual traces for
given moiré fringes with no cost in measurement precision. Moiré-
based two-channel wave front sensor can even detect the presence of
2

optical vortices on the wave front that might be generated in a highly
turbulent condition [48]. Its main drawback for the wave front sensing
is the need for a high-level intensity beam, and, therefore, for low
light applications as one would normally expect in astronomy, highly
sensitive detectors are required. However, to decrease the energy loss,
moiré deflectometers can be setup with phase gratings.

To investigate the effect of different TGs, and the beam path dis-
tance from the heat source, we allow the light beam propagates in the
medium at the altitudes of 13 cm, 30 cm, 80 cm, and 200 cm from
the heater surface. For each of the beam path altitudes, the heater
temperature was varied from the room temperature to 100 ◦C with
steps 10 ◦C. At each temperature, a collection of 3000 images were
recorded by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera whose frame rate
and exposure time were set to 30 fps and 1 ms, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phase structure function (PSF)

Complex amplitude of a light beam is given by [49]

𝜓𝑧(𝑟) = |

|

𝜓𝑧(𝑟)|| 𝑒
𝑖𝜙𝑧(𝑟), (1)

where 𝑧, 𝑟, and 𝜙𝑧 are the distance from the beam source along the
propagation direction, the separation distance between two points on
the wavefront, and wavefront phase at a distance 𝑧, respectively. The
PSF is defined as phase variance between two separate points on the
wavefront and is obtained by [49]

𝐷𝜙(𝑟) =
⟨

|𝜙(𝑅) − 𝜙(𝑅 + 𝑟)|2
⟩

, (2)

where the angle brackets ⟨...⟩ denote an ensemble average.
To investigate the isotropy of a turbulent medium, the PSF of the

light beam propagating through it, is calculated in two directions,
parallel and perpendicular to the heater surface, denoted by 𝑥 and 𝑦,
respectively. Although understanding the nature of anisotropy requires
determining the behavior of PSF in all directions, comparison the PSF
measured in two directions, parallel and perpendicular to the heater
surface seems to be enough to demonstrate the anisotropy of medium.
In addition, we believe that the two-dimensional TGs created in the
turbulent medium cause the anisotropy, therefore, PSF has been studied
only in two dimensions. As there is a distance between the beam path
and the heat source, and due to the limited width of the heater, differ-
ent vertical and horizontal TGs appeared. The different TGs in 𝑥 and 𝑦
directions were measured by at least three digital thermometers. The
thermometers were located along vertical and horizontal directions.
The measured values of TG in the vertical direction are greater than
those in the horizontal direction. Fig. 2 shows calculated PSFs for
different distances of the beam path from the heater surface in two
directions and different heater temperatures.

In PSF curves illustrated in Fig. 2, two regions are distinct. In
the first region for the lower values of the separation of the points,
the values of PSFs increase linearly, while in the second region, PSFs
are almost saturated. As can be seen from the figure, at a typical
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Fig. 2. Calculated PSFs for different vertical and horizontal separations of two points at different heater temperatures, based on the reconstructed wavefront over the second
telescope’s entrance aperture. The beam path distance from the heater’s surface was (a) 13 cm, (b) 30 cm, (c) 80 cm, and (d) 200 cm.
Fig. 3. Differences in the measured PSFs for the vertical and horizontal separation of the points. Plots were obtained using the data depicted in Fig. 2.
heater temperature of 80 ◦C, which is indicated by the black circles
n the subplots, the slope of the PSFs is remarkably decreased after
eparation distance 𝑟 with values of 2.48, 2.80, 2.97, and 2.80 cm for
he beam path distance from the heater’s surface of 13 cm, 30 cm,
0 cm, and 200 cm, respectively. The values of PSFs, at those points,
re 6.37, 4.77, 1.32, and 0.34 (rad2), respectively. In the saturation
egion, the PSF values in both directions increase with increasing
he heater temperature and decreasing the distance from the heater.
he PSF values in this region are related to the turbulence intensity.
n other words, the turbulence intensity is stronger at higher heater
emperatures and shorter distances from the heater. Another result can
e revealed from comparing PSFs of the same beam path height from
he heater surface. As is seen, for the lower heater temperatures, the
aturation behavior starts at shorter separation distances, 𝑟. Moreover,
t each height from the heater surface and for each temperature, the
SF in two directions are not equal. This result indicates that the
urbulence in the presence of the generated TG is anisotropic. For
etter visualization of the anisotropy, the differences between PSFs
3

in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions for different heater temperatures and different
beam path distances from the heater’s surface are shown in Fig. 3.
As is seen, for the light beam propagating through the layers closed
to the heater surface, the difference between PSFs in two directions
increases, and as a result, these layers show strong anisotropy. On the
other hand, for higher heater temperatures and shorter distances from
it, the anisotropy is stronger. Most of the models already used to study
turbulence, including Kolmogorov one, are based on their homogeneity
and isotropy in the inertial range, say the range between inner and
outer scales of the turbulence. The PSF increases linearly in the inertial
range. Based on comparing the PSFs in two directions at each heater
temperature, the convective air turbulence is anisotropic even in the
inertial range. In Ref. [18], by calculating the slope of the PSF curve in
the inertial range, it was revealed that the turbulence does not follow
the Kolmogorov model when the beam path distance from the heater
surface was 80 cm. Here, we see that the same result can be obtained
for the distances of 13 cm, 30 cm, and 200 cm for the beam path from
the heater surface.
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Fig. 4. Calculated MCFs for the light beam in vertical and horizontal directions based on the data presented in Fig. 2.
As mentioned earlier, the atmospheric turbulent environment in the
ayers near Earth’s surface is a convective turbulent. According to the
esults of this section, it can be conclude that the atmospheric turbu-
ence at lower layers behaves as an anisotropic and non-Kolmogorov
urbulence [12,15]. Therefore in the studying of light beam propaga-
ion through layers near Earth surface non-Kolmogorov and anisotropic
odel(s) must be used.

.2. Mutual coherence function (MCF)

When a light beam passes through turbulent medium, its degree of
patial and temporal coherence function decreases. The MCF of a light
eam is defined as

𝐶𝐹 (𝑟) = ⟨𝜓(𝑟1)𝜓∗(𝑟2)⟩ , (3)
𝜓(𝑟1) = 𝑒𝑖𝜙(𝑟1), 𝜓(𝑟2) = 𝑒𝑖𝜙(𝑟2),

𝐶𝐹 (𝑟) =
⟨

𝑒𝑖(𝜙(𝑟1)−𝜙(𝑟2))
⟩

,

here 𝑟 = 𝑟2 − 𝑟1 is the separation distance between two points over
he wavefront.

Since 𝜙(𝑟) is the sum of a large number of independent variables, it
as a Gaussian statistics with zero mean value. Therefore, MCF can be
ewritten as [49]

𝐶𝐹 (𝑟) = 𝑒
−1
2

⟨

|𝜙(𝑟1)−𝜙(𝑟2)|
2
⟩

, (4)

𝑀𝐶𝐹 (𝑟) = 𝑒
−1
2 𝐷𝜙(𝑟).

sing the measured PSF values in Eq. (4), MCFs are calculated, and
resented in Fig. 4. As is seen, for all heater temperatures and all
istances from the heat source, the values of MCFs decrease with sep-
ration distance between the points, 𝑟. Moreover, MCF decreases more

rapidly for the higher heater temperatures. As mentioned above, a high
heater temperature causes an increment in the turbulence intensity,
which in turn causes eddies to break to smaller sizes. Propagation of
laser beam through the medium, including small eddies, causes further
fluctuations of the wavefront, which in turn causes a reduction of
the spatial coherence of the laser beam. The coherence radius is the
separation distance, 𝑟𝑐 = 𝑟, at which the degree of MCF falls to 𝑒−1.
To better visualization, a dashed line for MCF = 𝑒−1 is also plotted in
Fig. 4. As is seen in Fig. 4(c) and (d), for the low heater temperatures
(less than 50 ◦C) and long distances of the beam path from the heater’s
4

surface (80 cm and 200 cm), the value of MCF does not significantly
decrease. In contrast, for the higher heater temperatures and shorter
distances from the heat source (Fig. 4(a) and (b)), the MCF exhibits a
relatively rapid reduction. The beam coherence radius at 80 ◦C for the
distances of 13 cm, 30 cm and 80 cm are determined as 0.7 cm, 1.8 cm
and 11 cm, respectively. The MCF does not reach to 𝑒−1 in the range
of 0–18 cm for the distance of 200 cm.

In Ref. [18], by fitting different models to the calculated PSF data
from the experimentally measured wavefront gradients, it was revealed
that the von Kármán model has the best fit to the experimental data,
because it has the lowest mean square error and is fitted in a large range
than the other models. For the separation values of the points on the
wavefront larger than 12 cm, there was no a good consistency between
the experimental data and the considered models. Similarly, in this
work, we have investigated the correlation between the experimental
data for MCF and various turbulence models which are defined as
follows:

• The Tatarskii and the Kolmogorov MCF [49]:

𝑀𝐶𝐹 𝑇 (𝑟) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
[

−1
2

(

6.88(𝑟∕𝑟0)5∕3
)]

, (5)

where 𝑟0 is Fried’s seening parameter.
• The Gaussian MCF [50]:

𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐺(𝑟) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
[

−1
2

(

0.391𝐶2
𝑛𝑘

2𝐿𝜒−5∕3
𝐺 {1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝[−(𝑟2∕𝑟20)]}

)]

,

(6)

where 𝑘 = 2𝜋
𝜆 , 𝜒𝐺 = 2𝜋

𝐿0
and 𝐿 is the propagating beam length. 𝐿0

is the outer scale of turbulence, and 𝜆 is wavelength.
• The von Kármán MCF [50]:

𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐾 (𝑟) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

−1
2

(

0.391𝐶2
𝑛𝑘

2𝐿𝜒−5∕3
𝐾

[1 − 2
1
6

𝛤 ( 56 )
(𝜒

𝐾
𝑟)

5
6𝐾 5

6
(𝜒

𝐾
𝑟)]

)

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

,

(7)

where 𝛤 is Gamma function, 𝜒
𝐾
= 2𝜋

𝐿0
and K is a modified Bessel

function of the second kind.
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Fig. 5. Calculated MCFs from the experimentally measured wavefront gradients, and the different models fitted to the data. The beam path distance from the heater’s surface was
(a) 13 cm, (b) 30 cm, (c) 80 cm, and (d) 200 cm. The heater temperature was 80 ◦C .
Fig. 6. Estimated values of (a) 𝐶2
𝑛 , and (b) outer scale of the turbulence for different distances of the beam path from the heater surface versus the heater temperature.
• The Greenwood MCF [51]:

𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐺𝑟(𝑟) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝
[

− 1
2

(

6.88( 𝑟𝑟0
)5∕32𝐹3(

11
12 ,

17
12 ;

11
6 ,

11
6 ,

1
2 ; −

𝑟2𝜒𝐺𝑟2

4 )

+32.89(𝜒𝐺𝑟𝑟0)−5∕3 ×
[

1−2𝐹3(
1
12 ,

17
12 ;

1
6 ,−

1
3 , 1; −

𝑟2𝜒𝐺𝑟2

4 )
]

−2.27r𝜒𝐺𝑟(
𝑟
𝑟0
)5∕3

×2𝐹3(
17
12 ,

23
12 ;

7
3 ,

7
3 ,

3
2 ; −

𝑟2𝜒𝐺𝑟2

4 )
)]

,

where 𝜒𝐺𝑟 = 3.349∕𝐿0 and 𝑝𝐹𝑞 is the generalized hypergeometric
function.

In Fig. 5 plots show the different models fitted to the experimental
MCF values calculated along 𝑥-direction at different heights of the laser
beam path from the heater surface. For all plots, the temperature of the
heater was 80 ◦C. Similarly to Ref. [18], different models were fitted
in different ranges to the experimental MCF date. In the fitting process,
the Kolmogorov, Gaussian, Greenwood, and von Kármán models were
fitted to the experimental data in ranges of 0–2.2 cm, 0–5 cm, 0–5 cm,
and 0–10 cm, respectively. By fitting each model over a larger interval,
we observed that the mean square error of the corresponding fitting
increased significantly. It is worth mentioning that the mean square
errors of the fittings in those ranges decrease as the heater temperature
increases and the distance of the beam path from the heater decreases.
5

As can be seen from Fig. 5 and the results of Ref. [18], von Kármán
model has the best fit to the experimental PSF and MCF data, because
it has the lowest mean square error and is fitted over a larger range
than the other models.

Values of turbulence strength, 𝐶2
𝑛 , and outer scale, 𝐿0, for the

studied medium at different heater temperatures, and different beam
heights from the heater surface are estimated by fitting the von Kármán
MCF to the data of Fig. 4, for the horizontal separations of the points.
Results are shown in Fig. 6. As is seen, the value of the 𝐶2

𝑛 increases
by increasing the heater temperature, and it decreases with the height
of the beam from the heater. In addition, outer scale decreases by
increasing the heater temperature and increasing the height of the
beam from the heater.

As mentioned above, Earth atmosphere in the surface layer behaves
as a convective turbulence medium. According to the obtained results,
for a beam propagating horizontally through this layer, it is expected
that its coherence radius significantly reduces when the beam path to
be closer to the Earth surface. It is worth mentioning that although PSFs
and MCFs, and consequently the coherence radius depend on the beam
wavelength, however by using relationships calculated in Ref. [2], the
results of this study can be applied to other visible wavelengths and
even infrared.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we used a combination of two telescopes and a two-
channel moiré deflectometry-based wavefront sensor for estimation of
PSF and MCF of a light beam propagates through a convective air
turbulence. We also investigated the effects of the different TGs and
beam path distances from the heat source on the mentioned functions.
It is shown that by increasing the heater temperature, and decreasing
the beam path distance from the heater, the PSF increases while MCF
decreases. Detail behavior of these functions for different separations of
the points on the wavefront were also studied. We also estimated the
values of 𝐶2

𝑛 and 𝐿0 at different conditions. The value of 𝐶2
𝑛 increased

by increasing the heater temperature, and decreased by increasing the
beam path distance from the heater, and 𝐿0 decreased by increasing
the heater temperature and increasing the beam path distance from the
heater.
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